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Welcome to This Year Next Year Interaction 2014. ‘Interaction’ is not 
intended as a review of the year just passed but GroupM’s observations 
of the impact of technology and technology companies on consumer and 
advertiser behavior. This edition is a preview of the final report, which, 
complete with media investment data from around the world, will be 
published in the early part of 2014. 

This year twenty five years have passed since March 1989 when Sir Tim 
Berners-Lee, a Fellow at CERN, wrote a paper that proposed connecting 
‘…the hypertext idea and connecting it to the transmission control 
protocol and domain name system ideas...’ The quote finishes ‘…ta da.’ 
The ‘ta da’ became the World Wide Web. The rest, as they say, is history.

To be clear the web created at CERN is not the web of today. For the first 
time tablet sales exceed PC sales and the sales of smart phones exceed 
both comfortably. Few of the next billion online users will use a PC-like 
object as the principal method of access. Additionally much of today’s 
digital experience is driven by the app universe in which the wire frame of 
the web is largely invisible. To paraphrase an Oldsmobile commercial of 
similar vintage, ‘This is not your father’s internet’. 

By some means of access or another it is estimated that one third of 
the world’s population is online. In August Mark Zuckerberg announced 
the foundation of Internet.org, a partnership between Facebook, Nokia, 
Samsung, Qualcomm, Ericsson, Opera and MediaTek to close that gap at 
a faster rate than the current annual growth rate of 9%.

Advertising as we understood it in 1989, and for at least another decade, 
was a function of the broadcast age. From the mid-1950s and the mass 
penetration of television and peaks in print circulation to the middle of the 
last decade when broadband became pervasive first to the PC and now 
to mobile devices advertisers had a reliable supply of large and mostly 
attentive audiences. Screen based entertainment with the exception of 
video games, was, in broad terms, a passive activity that became a key 
driver of popular culture and conversation. In this environment, marketers 
had few challenges in capturing the attention of audiences, which is not to 
say their efforts always provoked the desired action.

In the broadcast age the short history of marketing from packaged goods 
to politicians was characterized by applying maximum pressure to as 
many people that funds and optimization allow, and pursuing share of 
voice which is hoped to translate over time to share of mind, wallet and, 
ultimately, loyalty. The targeting of advertising used context, day-parts 
and geography as proxies for audiences, that everyone knew to be only 
modestly accurate. 

Advertisers have always built reach through the aggregation of audiences 
from multiple channels but this is far harder to do amid the precipitous 
decline in the reach of non-live individual units.

The challenge is magnified by extreme fragmentation, ad avoidance (albeit 
often over-stated); ad blindness (often under-stated); time shifting; multi-
tasking; active screen time and the increasing adoption of over-the-top 
and often ad-free or ad-light media.
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Less attention, fragmented audiences and even more fragmented 
channels create financial pressure on advertisers to deliver effectively in 
more places and on more platforms with little additional available resource. 
They are doing this by:

•  Aggregating ever more fractured audiences in an effort to recreate 
simultaneous and time-specific reach by matching time spent with 
media with the funds allocated

•  Leveraging more engagement from the premium reach they do 
invest in by activating against media properties in ways similar to 
sponsorship – this may not save money in the short term but might 
hedge against diminishing effectiveness

•  Rebalancing investments to increase the volume and value of 
owned assets (content and utilities) earning an organic dividend by 
successfully executing in the new stream or feed based marketing 
forms like Facebook and Twitter

•  Redefining audiences and realigning their planning around revenue 
events or proxies for them by applying better, faster, data to increase 
the precision of targeting and the value of outcomes

All these strategies have two things in common. All require expertise in 
digital marketing and require deep data skills and both the ability and 
desire to leverage the creative application of technology to increase 
audience engagement. They also require proof that engagement pays as 
well as the old-fashioned, less surgical approach to advertising.

Mary Meeker, a partner at Kleiner Perkins Caulfield & Byers, has long been 
a leading commentator on the digital economy. She has been a consistent 
and persistent observer of the apparent disconnect between time spent 
with media and the allocation of marketing investment by channel. Her 
expectation is that eventually the eyeballs and the advertiser dollars reach 
parity. To a degree Ms. Meeker’s view is coming true: the usage-to-spend 
ratio on online display, desktop and mobile, is increasingly proportionate to 
user time allocation. The falsehood inherent in this is that time spent is not 
an accurate proxy for utility nor the allocation of advertising dollars. Search 
is the highest utility activity but hardly the greatest consumer of time. 
Further, much online time is spent on activities in which advertising is either 
not permitted or is simply inappropriate.

Ms. Meeker also believes technology to be a catalyst of wholesale 
industrial disruption. This is certainly true of media. Around the world 
broadcast audiences are not so much in decline: rather, they are 
fragmenting at speed. Hours spent with traditional broadcast channels 
are in decline, yet linear TV hours as a whole are stable and total video 
consumption is rising. Last year we discussed in some detail the 
redistribution of long-form programing via full episode players and over-
the-top TV including Netflix, Hulu and Amazon Prime, and the rise of 
YouTube and its global analogs. The growth of these channels continues 
and accelerates as the penetration of tablets, which outsold PCs in 2013, 
and video-capable smartphones become favored video consumption 
devices. 25% of YouTube’s views are to mobile devices, yet the idea of the 
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best available screen persists.

As last year however a comparison with television offers useful 
perspective. According to Nielsen’s September US Q3 2013 Cross 
Platform Report 7% of all viewing is now online; the top quintile of internet 
video and streaming video users consume 25% of their video minutes 
online; and the second quintile 13%. These quintiles represent 23% of 
the US population. Incidentally the top quintile of all TV users is also the 
heaviest-consuming group of online video. The lean-back TV experience is 
very much alive, and often enhanced by a second screen, as we explored 
in this report last year. We now spend over a third of our waking time 
interacting with screens.

Video usage is geographically inconsistent. Television supply is restricted in 
many markets and as we commented last year we expect to see viewing 
minutes by screen and by delivery mechanism vary significantly by market. 
Share of online tends to be higher where one finds ample bandwidth, 
device penetration and sensible ad loadings. 

The search for practical metrics between and across channels continues. 
Thus far, despite the progress made on viewability and cross-channel 
rating currencies the industry remains far from aligned. Nielsen OCR is a 
huge step forward but it requires all the owners of inventory to agree on 
the metric as a common and comparable currency.

Advertisers pay premiums for properties and programs that they believe 
have more relevance and value to their audiences. They pay even higher 
premiums for high simultaneous reach. Backing that belief advertisers 
simply have to look at exploiting these assets for all they might be worth. 
It’s not unusual today for advertisers to spend 50% of their media spend 
on 25% of the inventory they buy. They do that for the reason that they 
estimate the reach and engagement from those assets to be worth double 
that of other impressions particularly when the principal goal is the delivery 
of reach at speed.

If that’s the case it becomes a requirement to identify premium assets 
not just because of their reach but also for their ability to create a stream 
of content assets and other authority signals that increase relevance and 
discoverability, the best amplifiers of those signals.

This changes the nature of media negotiation from the simple trading 
of money for opportunities to see to more complex integrations and 
securing of rights to participate in increasingly available second- screen 
experiences, social streams, and live events and to secure permission to 
use content on advertiser- owned platforms. This is essential as we know 
that television and events are huge drivers of social media activity. The 
Center for the Digital Future at the Annenberg School at the University of 
Southern California estimates that 40% of TV users use a second screen 
as a companion to the content they are consuming.
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Paid media still form a pillar of the communication process as it serves to 
initiate awareness and social relevance for brand and service propositions. 
If no one knows, no one does. 

Today, however, this is more nuanced. Social relevance is a more textured 
idea than simple awareness as it represents a platform on which to build 
brand or service experiences that invite participation as well as trial. These 
experiences, for such as Red Bull, are events, but for many others are 
layers of content that run from information to complete service delivery 
across one or more platforms with an increasing emphasis on mobility as 
consumer consumption migrates.

Mobility is one of the megatrends of the internet repeatedly referenced 
in the context of mobile advertising in this report. The other is ‘in stream’ 
marketing.

The stream describes the scrolling, always moving, always new, always-
on media experiences that dominate today’s internet. The stream, 
represented by Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Buzzfeed, Pinterest, 
Yahoo and innumerable mobile experiences constitute a new media 
phenomenon:

1. First it represents a new paradigm in media consumption with 
associated new challenges in content and advertising development; we 
call this social creativity that can be kept, used and shared

2. The stream allows you to listen, to resolve problems for individuals 
and, by extension for wider audiences

3. Third, the stream is a source of the authority signals which affect the 
organic and paid algorithms of all search and social platforms, increasing 
relevance, raising rankings and reducing the cost of paid media in those 
channels

4. The stream allows for the distribution of native advertising at scale: 
a brand narrative consonant with both the editorial and technological 
context in which it appears

5. Lastly, the stream is becoming a mechanism for driving traffic to 
other digital and physical platforms and a form of ’soft opt-in’ to push 
communication to users. If you believe that opted-in audiences are of 
intrinsic value then so is active participation in the stream

The stream is a challenging environment for marketers and agencies.

• How are appropriate performance measures set for each stream?

•  What voice do you adopt? What is the source of your publishing 
narrative that will result in shareable content?

• Should brands talk to individuals or cohorts or both?

•  How closely do you listen? What is your responsibility to act on what 
you hear?

• What services should you provide, if any?

nAvIgAtIng the new  
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•  How do you acquire light-touch social creativity: finding the balance 
between authority, engagement and the propensity to share?

• How is every asset optimized for discovery?

•  How is organic virality created and identified in time to apply the 
accelerant of paid media?

•  How much resource can you afford to apply to the demands of 
community relationship management?

• How do you address compliance issues at the speed of the stream?

The challenges are legion but the rewards are great both economically and 
socially. The idea of brand communication programs with significant opt-in 
and stakeholder participation is highly attractive. Any entity that champions 
responsive customer relations has the potential to create different levels of 
engagement and advocacy from those that don’t. 

The stream is a manifestation of ‘real-time marketing’ or adaptive 
marketing. An increasing number of brands have committed to ‘news 
room’ strategies in an attempt to create and amplify assets with the 
greatest possible currency and relevance. This, if it endures, represents a 
significant new evolution of the advertising manufacturing process.

The real-time application of big data to audiences and revenue events

If either John Wanamaker or Lord Leverhulme had a big data strategy 
they may have been able to answer their own question; which half of 
my advertising works? Driven by the desire to influence and measure 
both short- and long-term marketing effect the principle of ‘revenue 
event planning’ is to identify outcomes that set the optimization priorities 
for campaigns and even individual placements and impressions. The 
opportunity is amplified by the granularity of the digital opportunity, 
addressability and the data that enables it. The most obvious revenue 
event is a sale or some other kind of completed action, like paying for a 
flight online. Many clients can ascribe specific value to them, not just of the 
event but of the avoidance of higher transaction costs on other channels.

Not all revenue events are as easily isolated, and it is not always the 
most productive route to seek to isolate them to the last click. Consider 
the case of an automotive company. It is not quite so straightforward to 
establish how many visitors to vehicle.com actually purchased that brand, 
but it is fairly easy to model. If there was a ‘buy now’ check-out page on 
ford.com that would also be of only so much use as until now relatively 
few people complete such purchases online. In such cases it is better to 
identify proxies for revenue, such as use of car configurators and finance 
calculators and the incidence of abandonment at various steps in the 
process. The analysis will reveal those actions that combine the likelihood 
of driving sales volume with highest conversion from action to transaction.

Other analysis can reveal even more textured and valuable insights. For 
example in consumer electronics there are goods that sit at the heart of 
a product, peripheral and service ecosystem. Simply, selling an Xbox can 
sell games and an Xbox live subscription and maybe additional devices 
and subscriptions creating a net present value far exceeding the original 
purchase.  This can help answer the question; do I advertise Xbox, Xbox 
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Live or PGA Tour 14? Through these mechanisms, and by understanding 
the relevant interdependencies, it is possible to create better and more 
accountable ways of approaching investment strategy and execution in 
paid and owned media platforms and optimizing the performance of both. 

The complexity then is not in the concept but in the requirements for 
execution:

1. The analytics required to isolate revenue events and their proxies

2. The analytics required to identify the one-time and lifetime value of 
those events

3. Some mechanism for assessing avoided cost 

4. Tracking of event occurrence via on-site pathway analysis and tagging

5. The ability to drive queries and discovery to the site location most likely 
to generate the event

6. The ability to identify value and to set bid prices on relevant inventory in 
reserve, auction and real-time environments.

All of the above depend on the availability of data and the willingness to 
use it, to say nothing of the legality of its use. It’s our perspective that 
the collection and application of pseudonymous data sets is legitimate in 
almost all circumstances.

‘Pseudonymising’ means replacing the data subject’s name and other 
identifying features with another identifier in order to make it impossible 
or extremely difficult to identify the data subject.  Opinion differs as to 
whether an IP address is, in and of itself, pseudonymous. 

This remains new ground. Only four years ago Google purchased Invite 
Media and DataXu was a year old, like Turn and Xaxis (a WPP company). 
They were and are the pioneers of what has become known as audience 
buying. Audience buying is based on a simple premise; that the behavior 
of individual profiles provides a better, cheaper and more efficient proxy for 
an audience than the context in which we find them. In the past, context 
was used as a proxy for audience behavior: football is watched by men; 
men drink beer; so buy beer ads in football shows. Thin rich women like 
fashion; people who like fashion read Vogue; so buy Chanel ads in Vogue.

The audience-buying principle says that if you are able to find the thin 
rich girl online outside of the publisher-specific environment any extra 
value and/or reduced cost accrued will more than compensate sacrificing 
specific context. All this of course depends on the brand owner’s tolerance 
for context. Almost all would prefer to avoid atrocious adjacency with porn 
(although we know of exceptions in the home-delivered food business) 
and disasters, but beyond these we enter a tolerance spectrum. We have 
a favorite example. An ad verification firm attempted to show us the risk 
of poor juxtaposition with a Clorox ad on a rather extreme Goth web site. 
Obvious, on the face of it: but were we actually seeing an astonishingly 
good example of ad placement; after all, who cares mores more about 
color fastness than a Goth?
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Audience buying is a technology-driven business that requires:

1. The ability to acquire inventory in exchanges in close to real time real-
time.  Bidding in-and-of itself does not necessarily improve the quality of 
engagement. Without the proper data and inventory RTB simply provides 
a better means of targeting known customers (retargeting). It is the 
ability to access premium inventory through trading, and premium data 
through systems, that enable a true evolution in audience targeting and 
engagement.

2. The ability to acquire, pseudonymise, and apply data about behavior, 
intent, location and device

3. Rules-based bidding

4. The ability to tag assets delivered and match that tag to its KPI

5. The ability to attribute those outcomes to inform future bidding strategy

6. The ability and willingness to manage risk, recognizing that all 
transactions have a cost, whether or not they bear fruit

7. The leverage to ensure that premium as well as ‘remnant’ inventory 
is made available to advertisers. Private exchanges work better for 
large advertisers. Public exchanges are more perfect markets, where 
advantages of scale are hard or impossible to monetize.  

It is well- known that WPP operates its own businesses in this area 
as do a number of our competitors. In so doing we have become a 
provider to our clients of media, often in private exchanges, and of 
outcomes. Being a provider of inventory, especially premium data-
enriched inventory is not the same as running a trade desk, which 
simply acts as an interface to inventory.

Demand-side platforms and the trade desks that act as an interface to 
them are new tools for the delivery of messaging and tend not to operate 
as agencies in the commonly understood sense.

Providers of audiences and outcomes are compensated from a spread 
between the costs (inventory, data and technology) and the price of the 
audience or outcome created. They tend not to disclose the underlying 
costs of the inventory acquired as it is both hard to do and of limited 
relevance in businesses where value is arrived through the application of 
technology and data rather than head count.

It is our view that contracts govern behavior and that performance 
governs the level of investment under the terms of that contract. This is 
a results-driven business the principal aim of which is to manage yield for 
the advertiser as well as or better than the publishers manage yield for 
themselves.

Big data is not restricted to binary revenue outcomes (especially those 
data derived from paid and owned media). Importantly it can also provide 
in producing a more robust understanding of audiences. For example, if 
our data show more Republicans than Democrats purchase a particular 
car, this helps the manufacturer in their overall communication strategy, 
including creative development.
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Data has always played a significant role in identifying and segmenting 
audiences and by extension in media decision making. The results of 
media events have also been important. 

When a channel, program or placement could be identified as being more 
effective than an alternative it represented an information arbitrage that 
worked in favor of the buyer. 

For decades advertisers have added ‘800’ numbers and URLs to 
television and print ads. They knew that some placements drove more 
calls or traffic than others. This information was rarely shared with the 
vendor. Why would an advertiser encourage the upward re-pricing of 
inventory? Today it seems that many advertisers are, in effect, doing just 
that. The sharing of data with vendors, particularly those that serve both 
you and your competitors is, at the very least, a double-edged sword. Are 
you sure you don’t lose more than you learn?
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It seems as though the cookie’s days are numbered. The cookie is an 
efficient way of measuring consumers browsing behavior and helping 
us predict where their purchasing interest lies, but it is coming under 
increasing criticism for being too invasive. The cookie works well with web-
site coding language, but this has limited use in mobile. GroupM is actively 
testing new privacy-friendly cookie-less data measurement. We have never 
wanted or needed personally identifiable information; we harvest only 
anonymous attributes that can be aggregated into substantial audiences.

There are many opinions about data and privacy. Privacy advocates want 
to limit the data as much as possible.  Washington and Brussels want to 
legislate. Others including Mozilla and Microsoft have decided to speak for 
the consumer: neither has much to lose by so doing.

The value exchange is clear. A free internet requires advertising. 
Advertising needs to be effective. Effectiveness is dependent in part on 
data. The consumer does not necessarily understand or accept this. 
Prism and the NSA have no connection with the internet economy but 
are lightning rods for privacy hawks that will not let the facts undermine a 
good supposition.

Our industry has a communication problem; specifically how to educate 
a consumer about the advantages and risks of sharing data. The test of 
harm is that ‘Injury must be substantial, not outweighed by benefits’, so it 
is difficult to blame advertising for anything worse than making people feel 
a little creepy.

Consumers must be protected from actual harm. It is impossible to protect 
them from imagined harm without laying waste to the internet economy or 
by focusing the dividends of the internet economy in the hands of a few.

A data oligopoly should be resisted especially if those oligopolists acquired 
the right to collect and use data for a reason that that did not primarily 
relate to online marketing; few people signed up for iTunes with the hope 
of receiving better targeted advertising. There is an argument for data 
to be collected at the USER ID level as it allows for measurement and 
attribution across devices. This will appeal enormously to Google, Apple, 
Microsoft and Facebook, but few of their competitors.

At some point advertisers will need a mechanism to ‘unify all the unified 
IDs’ of the tech titans as only then will the single view of consumer 
behavior across platforms and screens become a reality.

Cross-industry collaboration will be required to achieve this. Thus far 
only Acxiom, and only in the US, has announced the development of a 
single non-cookie data identifier that is independent of any one owner of 
advertising inventory. In September Acxiom launched aboutthedata.com 
which allows individuals to see their own profile as assessed by Acxiom’s 
data collection. The data is imperfect to say the least. Data quality is too 
little discussed and inconsistently evaluated.

The buy side of our industry maintains that self-regulation is the best 
path forward. The AdChoices icon program introduced in 2011 has been 
served on more than one trillion behavioral advertising impressions in the 
US and is starting to take hold in Europe. There is compelling evidence 
that the initiative is working: millions of people click on the icon, and 
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millions drill down (the Adchoices site gets 40 million visits a month) - and 
more than a million have opted out. Users are taking advantage of the 
transparency and choice offered by the AdChoices program.

Consumer data belongs to the consumer. We ask permission to 
use it responsibly; the consumer has a right to deny us or demand 
transparency. Users should know what data we are collecting, and 
when and why. It should be their choice, not Mozilla’s or Microsoft’s. 
Whilst politicians in the US push for legislation, and regulation is 
inevitable in Europe, we remain concerned that any type of regulation 
will frustrate the progress of the web.

As demonstration of this, MIT conducted research on a UK campaign in 
a regulated opt-in environment. It was 65% less effective than the control 
and researchers estimated that the US industry would lose $33B if an 
Opt-in discipline is adopted. http://netchoice.org/library/estimate-of-us-
revenue-loss-if-congress-mandated-opt-in-for-interest-based-ads/

In the meantime, we continue to encourage our clients to participate in the 
AdChoices initiative.

25 years after the web’s conception what it delivers to consumers and 
to businesses could not have been imagined by its creator. The ability 
to do everything from consuming media on interconnected devices to 
purchasing groceries when and where you like is reality for many and will 
be for all the economically active members of the world’s population by the 
time the web hits 30. 

The consumption of digital channels, of YouTube, Facebook and Twitter 
is dominated by Millennials around the western world. It is estimated that 
by 2020 Millennials will represent 50% of the west’s population. Half the 
world’s population will be under the age of 30 by the same date. 

The question is will the current behaviors characterized by ‘media 
snacking, multitasking and unfiltered social blurt’ survive entry into the 
workplace and the life stage demands of housing and family? It seems 
more likely than ever that these behaviors are the new normal. The likely 
answer is yes.

Without question these platforms have disrupted media and 
communications. Amazon has disrupted retail; Google, information; Apple, 
music; and, less famously, Uber, the taxi business; and Airbnb, parts of 
hotel industry. No one sees the imminent recovery of the record store, 
the classified ad pages or some kind of life after e-commerce because all 
have been disrupted by a better way, and sometimes cheaper way to get 
what you want when you want it. The same is true of the media disruptors 
challenged only by an economic model which needs to resolve who is 
prepared to pay set against who is prepared to protect legacy models at 
almost any price. 

It’s altogether possible that consumers will lead this disruption; The Center 
for the Digital Future has, in 2013, examined the behavior of college 
students transitioning from school to their first home. This is the first 
cordless generation. These people don’t subscribe to land line phone 
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services and, increasingly, neither do they subscribe to cable or satellite 
services. As a consequence channels are separated from bundles, and 
programs from channels. It seems inevitable that one or more of the 
anchors of the bundling model like HBO or Showtime will go over the top 
and bet their future on direct relationships with individuals. This represents 
a threat to the business models of the mighty, ESPN which will need to 
increase advertising revenues if carriage fees decline, and the meek, those 
channels that fatten bundles without attracted committed audiences.

For advertisers the world gets more complex. The promise of the cloud 
and of big data implies an information adjacency and the ability to deliver 
content to the customer that promises super-precision in segmentation 
and targeting and by inference a value in an increasingly granular, 
dynamic and data-informed media environment. It is however, less clear 
that precision and efficiency are the same thing. This is likely to be the 
dominant theme of This Year Next Year Interaction 2015.

It is for now at least possible that the dividend of reduced wastage is being 
matched or offset by the costs of customization and personalization. 

We live in a world of dynamic everything from content to pricing of goods 
and services, and in a data- informed environment which is Utopia for 
some and, inevitably, dystopian for others. For the willing, the world 
will become cheaper and more efficient to live in. For the unwilling, the 
opposite may be true. 

Increasingly our data footprint defines us commercially and personally to 
those with whom we interact. The ‘internet of things’ means this footprint 
becomes bigger for richer and for poorer. We spent years talking about a 
new social stratification resulting from access to technology. Now it may 
be more appropriate to think about a new level of economic inequality 
informed by data that is reported and unreported.

For the consumer, particularly the healthy, safe-driving, economically active 
ones the future is bright. Whatever, whenever, however with whoever is here. 
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GooGle

Google is the 800-pound gorilla that can dance and the maker of science 
fiction into fact. The company has seamlessly combined its core revenue 
engine, search, with a strong position in online video, and successfully 
evolved both into mobile. Google Play challenges Apple for dominance 
in an app market Gartner estimates to be worth $26 billion globally. The 
Google app environment is attractive to many developers; as Android’s 
share grows so does the potential audience and Google is far more liberal 
both in terms of access to the Google Play store with a lighter touch 
approval process and in allowing developers to access areas like the 
devices home screen which is anathema to Apple.

Google’s focus is seamless integration across screens including the fifth 
screen in front of your right eye; the evolution of search from passive 
answers to active assistance and suggestions, manifest in Google NOW 
and in bringing consumer-type experiences into enterprises, as consumers 
jumped in before corporates. 

The autonomous vehicle, Loon (balloon-delivered bandwidth) and Google 
Glass are the magical parentheses around a mighty machine. Its super-fast 
fiber trial in Kansas together with the absurdly simple Chromecast over-
the-top TV device are signals of Google’s intent to continue to innovate 
and disrupt at speed. A big target is television advertising, and perhaps 
preempting the cable carriage revenues which currently underpin the 
‘bundled content’ ecosystem. This latter scenario would unbundle cable 
and attach revenues to single channels or even programs, and disrupt the 
video landscape forever.

While the success of Google’s ownership of Motorola is too new to judge 
as a revenue generator or just a rather expensive development sandbox, 
its other mobile asset, Android, has destroyed Symbian, and left Windows 
Phone and Blackberry in its wake. Courtesy of manufacturer partnerships, 
Android far exceeds even Apple’s iOS in penetration. It has also been a 
key enabler of Samsung’s market-leading device position. 

The only cloud on the mobile horizon is that monetization of search, 
display and video on mobile devices has still not reached levels seen 
on the desktop. On that desktop the Chrome browser, driven by 
effective marketing on and beyond Google’s own platforms has now 
reached roughly one third of all personal computers and overtaken 
Internet Explorer. Between Android, Chrome, display, video and search 
Google is the great expert at the collection and application of the data 
that defines us all.

Google remains the key connector of the curious to information and of 
the customer to commerce. It continues to invest in (sometimes fuzzy) 
attribution of offline as well as online sales and occupies a unique position 
in business. The company’s investments in assets like crowd source 
GPS utility Waze increase its ability to divine the intent of consumers 
and subsequently monetize queries and other signals, both active and 
passive. On the slightly less positive side, Google Plus and social / sharing 
behaviors on YouTube have not dazzled in the way of many of Google’s 
innovations, and the original version of Google Wallet like Google Reader, 
Froogle, and Wave before it came with fanfare and went quietly. Google 
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Plus has become an enhancement of the overall Google experience rather 
than a massive social network.

More significantly, YouTube has become the uber-network of video 
networks and is the wireframe on which more and more of the world’s 
video content hangs. You Tube has no barriers to entry or access, barring 
the odd disapproving regime, and as a consequence has become the 
default destination for creators large and small. It accounts for 7% of all 
US bandwidth consumption.

With at least 25% of all views on mobile devices, and by Google’s 
definition that excludes tablets, YouTube sits alongside Facebook, 
Twitter and Google search as one of the dominant applications of mobile 
consumption. Of course, however, YouTube is incomplete. It remains a 
short-form and clip- dominated destination as long-form creators continue 
to translate their assets more effectively into revenue via television, 
Netflix, Apple, Amazon and other venues where either the advertiser or 
the consumer is able or willing to pay. For others like Vevo (a network of 
recording artists), Machinima, Full Screen (both networks of creators), 
Smosh, PewDiePie and Ray William Johnson, however, YouTube has 
allowed the creation of audiences at scale. 

In this sea of content which includes the greatest compendium of both 
creativity and human stupidity ever assembled the place of the advertiser 
remains unclear. Pre-roll advertising rarely enhances the user experience 
and is simply as interruptive as television with, often, a higher ad load per 
viewing minute.

It would be unreasonable to describe this as some kind of fundamental 
flaw in Google’s business. Global YouTube revenue is estimated at $5 
billion albeit including its super-premium home page real estate (not always 
video), but unlike AdWords, YouTube is not a ‘must buy’ for advertisers, 
largely as the connection of exposure to outcomes is less direct. Not 
all of YouTube’s content is ‘ad enabled,’ depending on which source is 
referenced; the percentage of all views available for ads is between 15% 
and 30% of the total. Within those percentages the dominance of music, 
comedy and gaming-related content is huge with sports some way 
behind. Even within those categories the dominance of a relatively small 
number of artists / creators might suggest that the profile of the heaviest-
using quintile of YouTube viewers is under 25 and the commitment to the 
platform of broader audiences is much reduced in comparison.

YouTube’s own data offers some confirmation of our view. This table ranks 
the top 10 genres of YouTube content for the 90 days ending 31 July 
2013. The top channel receives at least 30 times the views of the 10th. 
The age profile is as you would imagine. YouTube is dominated by under-
35s. Less predictable is the overwhelming dominance of men. In the top 
ten only Beauty and Fitness is not at least 60% male. 
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31%

30%

53%

13%

13%

28%

14%

11%

38%

30%

69%

70%

47%

87%

87%

72%

86%

89%

62%

70%

80%

70%

81%

84%

80%

70%

80%

72%

72%

67%

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

% MALE % FEMALE % UNDER 35

GAMES

SPORTS

COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS

PEOPLE & SOCIETY

AUTOS & VEHICLES

BEAUTY & FITNESS

PETS & ANIMALS

SHOPPING

HOBBIES & LEISURE
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The way to reach light TV viewers is to not use TV. Young adults are 
indeed light TV viewers and YouTube will become an essential media 
mix component for that group. More broadly, its centrality to advertiser 
strategy when broader demographics are relevant is far less clear. Without 
question YouTube has inventory for every demographic but its dominance 
does not stretch to more mature audiences.

Of course YouTube allows brands to distribute content at no cost. None is 
remotely doing so at the scale of the platform’s biggest content creators. 
In terms of channel subscribers, the snapshot list below is far from 
predictable outside of Red Bull and Coca Cola which most of our readers 
would have guessed. Of the top 10 only Old Spice has its absolute view 
count comprised mainly of assets that were created for or inspired by 
advertising. It’s important to note that the majority of these views were 
paid not organic.

We have commented before that advertisers have a manufacturing 
problem. Few are able to produce assets in the volume required with the 
relevant viral hooks to encourage wide-scale channel subscription, views 
and sharing. Those above are the exceptions to the rule and are producing 
exceptional assets.

For as long as this continues paid media will remain a vital weapon in 
the marketing arsenal. Sernowitz and Macleod suggest ‘advertising is 
the cost of being boring’; Jeff Bezos once said ‘advertising is a tax on 
bad products’. More probably consumers need less coercion to opt in 
to content than they do to advertising. The brands above get closer than 
most and their content strategy represents a deduction against the tax 
burden. The one’s that get closest may well consider the economics of 
YouTube’s TrueView, a pre-roll video ad for which the advertiser only pays 
for completed views. Buying the same inventory, on a CPM basis, for 
relevant or outstanding messaging creates a lower effective CPM than the 
guaranteed product. Another tax deduction for excellence.
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facebook

Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn dominate the stream. Facebook’s market 
capitalization has reached the $100 billion mark which looked unlikely 
in the months that followed the 2012 initial public offering. The recovery 
is built on a still-growing user base, few signs of the supernova effect of 
social networks, demonstrable ad effectiveness and perhaps most tellingly 
its success in monetizing a platform that is now largely mobile. From a 
revenue standpoint Facebook seems little-impacted by the huge popularity 
of Pinterest (an outstanding example of truly earned media) and SnapChat, 
the other key players in imaging and person-to-person communication. 
Pinterest will be revenue generating by during 2014 as it leverages the 
interest graph and its unique place as home for questions that don’t have 
factual answers.

If 2013 was the year of mobile advertising then Facebook and Twitter 
made it so. Of its 700 million daily users, 500 million use the platform 
via a mobile device, in the US the average Facebook user accesses 
the platform for 1,000 minutes per month compared to 400 minutes 
on the desktop. Its news feed advertising product is organic, or more 
fashionably, ‘ native’ to the user experience and gives advertisers what 
they want: an unskippable ad experience often with the imprimatur of 
social recommendation. The acquisition of the newly ad enabled Instagram 
(with 150 million users of its own) is now in the rear view of the financial 
community but front and center to the Facebook user as the news feed 
becomes further dominated by images accompanied by light commentary. 

News feed advertising is also growing to look more and more like 
Instagram content. Simple ‘light touch’, arresting, emotional imagery 
with minimal elaboration proliferates across categories and for now at 
least seems to be generating organic success and benefitting from paid 
amplification. In some ways the similarities of one campaign to another 
and one advertiser to another are remarkable and perhaps a reason 
for doubt. Jaron Lanier wrote about similar phenomena in ‘You are not 
a machine’: things that purport to make us different sometimes make 
us more alike. It seems unlikely that over time homogeneity can be the 
basis for differentiation between brands. Optimizers have the same effect 
on creativity as wind tunnels do on automotive design; they all end up 
looking the same. In contrast continued engagement through the provision 
of high value services, privileged access and content will provide that 
differentiation and it’s likely that more brands will focus on the platform for 
customer and community relationship management in the future. 

It is speculation of course, but this may not bode entirely well for 
Facebook. If advertisers create more high-frequency engagement, they 
will in turn increase the algorithmic distribution of messages to a greater 
percentage of their fans and beyond, reducing the need to pay for that 
reach. Equally if the purpose of the platform shifts away from conquest 
and towards satisfying existing customers they may also act as a brake 
on advertising demand. The best users of Facebook realize that they are 
engaged in a high stakes game of Sim City for brands. Failure to invest in 
a community once created leaves money as the only stimulus of activity. 
If the best brands don’t succeed in this endeavor Facebook will be a 
reach medium primarily and represent less of an advance in the manner 
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of marketing than many had expected although every bit as profitable as 
investors might have hoped.

For much of 2013 Facebook has been engaged in the development 
of a video product for advertisers and consumers. To the chagrin of 
the company and advertisers the launch has been delayed on three 
occasions. The first delay was attributed to the desire to create a product 
for users as well as advertisers, the second and third to the product’s 
performance in the context of Apple’s mobile operating system. 

The product is as tantalizing to advertisers as the price is mind boggling; 
not since the launch of Apple’s i-AD have there been such a combination 
of anticipation and a collective sharp intake of breath. The sheer scale of 
Facebook combined with minimal targeting options is responsible for the 
price and for Facebook’s ambition to create ‘a ‘Superbowl experience 
every day’. Ambition is the right word, and there are many who feel that 
targeting, Facebook’s golden attribute, is the missing ingredient in this 
venture, and that restricting both targeting and the absolute volume of 
inventory (one brand per user per day) may have as much to do with a fear 
of user alienation caused by a proliferation of poor quality ads as it does 
with that Superbowl moment.

The video project is important to Facebook, to advertisers and to users. 
The latter may find auto play video with manual audio initiation tiresome 
after the novelty wears off and particularly so if it hogs megabits the user is 
paying for rather than zero rated in the manner of ‘800 Data’. Demand for 
mobile video reach is such that Facebook will sell out the entire available 
inventory, but as always effectiveness and user response will determine the 
longer-term outcome. The relationship between user utility and advertising 
effectiveness remains in delicate balance.

Also in 2013 Facebook positioned itself to participate in two new areas; 
search, long dominated by Google and ‘moments’ news, TV and 
otherwise on which Twitter has begun to build its revenue base. The 
appearance of a search box and hashtags has not directly impacted 
Facebook’s revenue model so far but 2014 may be a different story, and 
the year Facebook enters payments and other aspects of commerce.

Mark Zuckerberg has noted that ‘more people talk about TV on Facebook 
than on Twitter’ and that ‘more people find jobs on Facebook than on 
LinkedIn’. He describes both as ‘niche social networks’. One can only 
wonder what he thinks about Path. His observations about TV and job 
finding may be true, but monetizing the fact is another matter. Most likely 
more of everything happens on Facebook, but it’s always risky to mix 
reach and composition.

What is in no doubt is that brands have embraced Facebook and have 
built significant fan populations. The global top 20 (September 2013) are 
interesting if unremarkable. It shows brands that are committed to content, 
customer service or commerce to varying degrees and if there is an outlier 
in this list it is Dove, which lacks obvious commerce or service credentials 
but has invested in content and in a strong brand position that has clearly 
stretched into social media. Coca Cola, Red Bull, Starbucks and Monster 
Energy ensure that the Facebook population remains well caffeinated.
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1 million people

FACEBOOK 
95 million

COCA-COLA 
73 million

MTV 
47 million

DISNEY 
45 million

RED BULL 
40 million

CONVERSE 
37 million

STARBUCKS 
35 million

top 20 brAnds on 
fAcebook
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WAL-MART 
34 million

MCDONALDS 
29 million

BLACKBERRY 
29 million

SAMSUNG 
25 million

CONVERSE 
24 million

MONSTER ENERGY 
23 million

VICTORIA’S SECRET 
23 million

TARGET 
22 million

INTEL 
22 million

AMAZON 
20 million

LEVI’S 
19 million

ZARA 
19 million

DOVE 
18 million
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Facebook’s growth seems relentless; its focus on mobile from ‘phablets’ 
to feature phones is capturing the post-PC generation; and aims squarely 
at the coming millions of connected consumers in the developing world. 
Its growth in its most developed markets is inevitably slowing, and its 
user profile is ageing. There is however little evidence of a decline in 
engagement among Facebook’s younger users. As any media owner will 
tell you, recruiting and retaining this group will always be central to the 
company’s present and future.

Currently Facebook has more than 10 million monthly users in each 
of Kenya and Nigeria (population 170m), 30 million in each of Mexico 
and Turkey and 80 million in each of India and Brazil. In the latter case 
Facebook has passed long- time leader Orkut (owned by Google). Its most 
engaged users are in Egypt. There is plenty of room to grow.

Facebook’s data grows even faster than its users or traffic; ‘log in with 
Facebook’ gives the company visibility into consumer behavior across a 
much wider panorama than its own platform. The impact of the mobile 
focus of Facebook cannot be overstated; the company is frequently 
compared with China’s RenRen. The latter has been far slower to adapt 
and the 15% decline in its desktop traffic in 2013 has contributed to an 
80% drop in its market valuation since 2011. Even Happy Farm (older 
than Zynga’s Farmville) has been shut due to lack of user engagement. By 
contrast Baidu and Tencent, China’s largest search and social businesses 
by market capitalization have prospered. Baidu dominates the mobile 
app market having acquired Android app store 91 Wireless. Tencent’s 
preeminence springs from the continued success of WeChat, an analog 
for Twitter with more than 250 million users already.
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twitter

Twitter will be a public company by the end of 2013. In perhaps THE 
most native ad so far, they announced the impending filing in a Tweet. 
Its revenue, about one tenth of Facebook’s, lines up proportionately with 
a projected post-IPO market capitalization of around $10 billion. Like 
Facebook it talks a little less about the Arab Spring that it once did but its 
narrative as the world’s town hall continues. It describes itself simply as 
‘Live, Public and Conversational’ and as ‘the shortest distance between 
you and what interests you most’.

Twitter remains an English-language dominated site with its penetration in 
the US, Canada and the UK far exceeding non-English speaking markets 
other than Japan where Twitter is closing in on 20 million users, and Brazil 
where it has strong expectations of growth promoted by conversation 
around the 2014 FIFA World Cup. Like Facebook and Google (but not 
LinkedIn and Instagram) Twitter is still not operating in China where the 
micro-blogging sector remains dominated by Weibo and WeChat. The 
opening of the Shanghai Free Trade Zone may be the first sign of access 
to the world’s biggest market. 

Twitter will never achieve the level of penetration of Facebook. The 
platforms are so often referenced in the same sentence yet they have little 
in common other than as examples of the network effect as a catalyst of 
growth. Twitter is a cultural phenomenon and has become a crucible of 
breaking news and its promulgation. In aggregate 70 million people follow 
CNN, the New York Times, the BBC, Time and ESPN. 86 million follow 
Justin Bieber and Katy Perry. Happily the news organizations Tweet and 
are re-tweeted more often than the celebrities who dominate the list of 
most-followed accounts. Twitter amplifies the news and the news amplifies 
Twitter. Those that follow massively outnumber those who Tweet. 

The relationship between the ‘real world’ and Twitter is crucial to their 
revenue model as it allows brands and corporations to attach themselves 
to topics in general and trending topics in particular. Late in 2012 Twitter 
acquired Bluefin Labs. Bluefin had used Twitter data to build a business 
measuring engagement with television commercials by measuring how 
frequently they were mentioned in Tweets at the time of broadcast. The 
acquisition allowed Twitter to create ad products based around the link 
between itself and advertisers’ use of television. 

Through partnerships with Nielsen in the United States and Kantar (a 
WPP company) initially in the UK, Twitter is developing a ‘social TV ratings 
currency’ which will enable buyers and sellers to understand if a social 
arbitrage really exists in television and if that arbitrage ultimately has 
significant value to advertisers. No doubt the owners of the assets that 
generate the most conversation will be most enthusiastic. The buyers may 
be harder to persuade.

In August of 2013 Twitter and Nielsen announced their initial findings:

‘….Analyzing minute-to-minute trends in Nielsen’s Live TV Ratings and 
Tweets for 221 broadcast primetime program episodes using Nielsen’s 
SocialGuide, the findings show that Live TV ratings had a statistically 
significant impact in related Tweets among 48 percent of the episodes 
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sampled, and that the volume of Tweets caused statistically significant 
changes in Live TV Ratings among 29 percent of the episodes….. ‘

Many media companies have embraced Twitter as a mechanism to extend 
the reach of their programing and deepen their advertiser relationship 
by re-distributing content on Twitter. Twitter refers to this product as 
‘Amplify’ and has created an interesting new money flow as advertisers 
pay program makers for exposure in content and rights to be attached to 
that content as it flows to Twitter. Additionally they pay Twitter to amplify 
that association beyond organic distribution to their own followers. All 
of CBS, the NFL and the BBC have Twitter partnerships in this area. In 
early October Twitter announced an even more intricate partnership with 
Comcast NBCU called ‘See It’.  The service allows Comcast subscribers 
the ability to activate a ‘See It’ feature at the bottom of a show’s tweet 
and either watch that show instantly or record it. Television is increasingly 
convinced that Twitter drives increased viewership and revenue.

For Twitter the prize is straightforward. Its TV ad targeting product 
encourages advertisers to buy promoted accounts and Tweets targeted 
to the same audiences they attempt to reach on TV. This is a case of 
irresistible logic meeting a perfectly uncertain outcome. Advertisers 
hope this might extract more engagement from the reach they invest in 
on TV but it is possible that the profile of active Tweeters who drive this 
relationship is a poor proxy for their real audiences.

As with Facebook, albeit smaller, Twitter has become a publishing platform 
for brands. The top 15 at September 2013 has more surprises than 
Facebook. All the leading brands blend service and content delivery to 
cement their dialog with customers. We suspect Twitter may become 
more campaign-driven over time with the focus being on short-term 
specific reach goals as opposed to riding the two horses of reach and 
developing communities as annuities at which Facebook is so proficient.
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Almost all ‘power brands’ on Twitter have a high-frequency publishing 
strategy, make use of the richest Twitter experiences including Twitter 
cards and Vine (Twitter’s six-second video product) and tend to follow 
many of their most important influencers, which is an exchange of respect 
and value.

1 million people

top 15 brAnds on 
twItter SAMSUNG 

4.5 million

STARBUCKS 
4.3 million

WHOLE FOODS 
3.5 million

BLACKBERRY 
3.2 million

DISNEY 
2.9 million

ZAPPOS 
2.8 million

CHANEL 
2.6 million

VICTORIA’S SECRET 
2.6 million

PLAYSTATION 
2.5 million

H&M 
2.5 million

MICROSOFT 
2.5 million

PEPSI 
2.2 million

TOMS (SHOES) 
2.2 million

BURBERRY 
2.1 million

INTEL 
1.9 million
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linkedin

LinkedIn has a simple mission, ‘to connect all the world’s professionals 
and make them more productive’. 

CEO Jeff Weiner made an off-the-cuff, yet profound, remark early in 2013 
which we paraphrase ‘One way of thinking of all the economic value in 
the world is to think of all the companies in the world and all the people 
who work in those companies. We are close to connecting the majority 
of them’. Recently he modified that remark with the addition of higher 
education establishments. Currently LinkedIn has around one third of 
all the world’s professionals including 95% of Americans and 40% of 
Europeans. For their ambitions to come true they require around 900 
million profiles globally. If they achieve that even Mr. Zuckerberg may have 
to rethink ‘niche’. In the markets where LinkedIn is strong it has done for 
the recruitment industry what Craig’s List and Monster.com did for the 
newspaper classified advertising market a decade ago.

In recruitment LinkedIn has been a blessing to HR managers around the 
world, including, uniquely, China. It’s also been something of a nightmare 
for the same community as the platform has created a phenomenon 
that we can describe as ‘passive job seeking’. This is genuinely new 
circumstance and many businesses would do well to check on their own 
and target employees for profile updates as these frequently correlate 
with a pending or recent job change. LinkedIn also is rightly proud of a 
very particular kind of network effect. While it is Facebook that speaks 
most often about real identity, LinkedIn ensures real identity as inaccurate 
profiles are soon found out by the community itself.

It’s interesting to observe a major recent development on the platform 
which impacts both influence and revenue. Corporations, through 
their own profiles, sponsored updates and influencer content postings 
are investing significantly in building their brands and cohorts of 
followers on LinkedIn. 79% of all LinkedIn members follow one or more 
corporations. LinkedIn has become a highly significant destination for 
‘content marketing’. 
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The most-followed companies ranking is dominated by the tech sector as 
we would expect at this stage. We will revisit this list in 2015.

1. Google

2. IBM

3. HP

4. Microsoft

5. Apple

6. Accenture

7. Deloitte

8. Oracle

9. Unilever

10. Shell

11. Ernst & Young

12. P&G

13. Dell

14. Cisco

LinkedIn’s ambitions to be a key content destination are not going to be 
easy to achieve. Currently only 50% of their users are active monthly and it 
may be true to say that the cohort of frequent visitors outside of sales and 
HR professionals who look to the platform for functions beyond human 
connection is just not big enough yet.

LinkedIn now has a quarter of a billion individual profiles as well as profiles 
for 300,000 of the largest companies in the world. Its revenue sources are 
diversifying to include advertising as well as promoted jobs, individual and 
corporate subscriptions streams. Investors have little to regret so far.
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aPPle

A year is a long time in the technology business; magic is not incremental. 
Apple is still the largest company in the world by market capitalization 
but no longer the leader in smart phone sales and no longer the home of 
the annual gasp of wonder at the latest technology innovation. The Apple 
television, long rumored, has not yet arrived, the plastic-cased iPhone has. 
Apple faces strong competition from Google at the operating system level, 
from Samsung devices and displays and from Xiomi, a young Chinese 
company producing remarkable devices at remarkable prices. Has Apple 
lost its corporate mojo?

It would be ridiculous to suggest that Apple is on some kind of precipice 
while it remains the clear leader in margins from device sales, the clear 
leader in tablets in which the iPad has proven a truly transformative device, 
and in the sale of digital media. New phones still create queues at Apple 
stores around the world. Its price points, however, are a clear brake on 
achieving volume dominance in the fastest-growing markets and analysts 
are divided between those who believe that this is a potentially fatal flaw 
and those who believe that the economic ability to become an Apple 
customer in those markets is increasing rapidly enough to justify the 
maintenance of high margins.

In what may prove to be a highly significant development, in September 
2013 Apple launched its long-awaited iTunes radio service, creating a 
threat to long-time leader Pandora. Given that iTunes operates in over 
100 countries and has the support of music publishers as it generates 
more revenue per play than its competitors there are many hoping for 
and expecting it to be a success. Apple has the world’s largest library of 
tracks which ensures variety and depth in the consumer experience. That, 
together with all the other media and app usage data gives Apple unique 
targeting capabilities across all its ad products; this is a new form of using 
content as a proxy for audiences. On IOS mobile devices 70% of user time 
is spent with apps, another radical difference between the mobile and PC 
internet experience.

GroupM Next undertook original research in the US that suggested 
that Pandora, iHeart Radio, Slacker and Spotify could lose half their 
audience to Apple. It’s worth noting, however, that in many markets 
FM radio remains either the principal means of music discovery or 
consumption but most American teenagers (64% according to Nielsen) 
now use YouTube as their favored source as attested by the astounding 
view counts in every genre.

The reach potential of Apple Radio is significant; apart from 700 million 
global IOS users, the new service reaches every desktop and potentially 
every PC and user of Apple TV. In the US alone there are 200 million I 
Tunes accounts. Apple’s strategy for advertising In I Tunes radio involves 
audio and rich media using the creative palette of I Ad with a single 
advertiser in every 15 minutes of play and a single video ad every hour. 
Apple will bring the online off line sales divide by offering both cost per 
thousand and cost per rating point options.
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Yahoo!

The arrival of Marissa Meyer from Google as Yahoo’s CEO (and logo 
designer) has created high expectations. 

Yahoo! remains a leviathan of the internet. Its total unique visitors are 
similar to Google’s on a global basis, and Yahoo mail is as widely 
distributed as G Mail; it may be the world leader in owned and operated 
original ‘professional’ internet video and has a significant mobile presence. 
Sometimes forgotten is the fact that Yahoo! and Bing retain a 30% share 
of all US search queries. Yet, despite all this the rise in its market value is 
the result of perceived potential and its significant stake in the soon-to-
be-listed Chinese e-commerce giant AliBaba, which will come to market 
with a valuation in the order of $60 billion. So far at least top-line revenues 
in Yahoo’s core business remain static. The stock price is now in the zone 
of the number the former directors rejected from Microsoft in February 
2008. Incidentally Nokia would have cost Microsoft five times the currently 
agreed price had they made that deal five years ago.

Ms. Meyer has made a significant number of acquisitions aimed at making 
Yahoo! more contemporary and responsive in the sense of personalization 
and this investment in the core user experience seems to be showing 
results. However the largest, by far, of these moves was the purchase of 
Tumblr this year for over $1 billion. The monetization of Tumblr remains an 
open question. David Karp, the founder, is anxious to keep Tumblr as a 
platform for digital creators, including brands, to use as an open creative 
canvas (in contrast to Facebook) that shares many social characteristics 
and is reluctant to bolt on a web 1.0 display advertising model onto it. 
Tumblr’s existing ad products closely resemble those of Twitter in the form 
of Promoted Accounts.

It will be interesting to see if Yahoo! is able to create ad products 
that specifically incentivize advertisers to drive users to their Tumblr 
destinations. If they do, Tumblr itself will become more valuable to 
advertisers and more capable of delivering non-advertising-dependent 
revenues to its parent.

In the area of programmatic trading Yahoo! has work to do as onetime 
leader Right Media has been allowed to atrophy since it was acquired 
in 2007. Alongside the acquisitions Yahoo! seems to be resting its 
expectations on three areas. One is the creation of more stream-based 
experiences (its home page and mobile services, notably); the second 
is personalization; and the third, the idea of daily habits. Yahoo’s view is 
that if it can take a significant share of people’s regular visitation to news, 
sports (real and fantasy in which it is a massive player), financial services 
and so forth it will allow advertisers to create a narrative to regular users 
and deliver it at scale. More users, more of the time for longer is a good 
cocktail for the demonstration of growth and value. 800 million monthly 
unique users is an impressive number but for the narrative to become 
reality growth in time spent per user and in the number of daily users’ 
needs to grow at a faster trajectory than the total.
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Microsoft

Microsoft is a reduced but still relevant force in online advertising. It retains 
some scale and has created some outstanding creative opportunities in 
Windows 8.  Its missteps and inability to simultaneously scale its assets 
and transition to mobile are a problem. MSN and Bing plus Windows 
Phone, plus Xbox, plus Surface, plus Office 365, plus Skype make for an 
impressive multi-screen, multi-function, multi-platform narrative but the 
distribution of the services is uneven and monetization strategy looks like 
a bumpy road with no obvious destination that would represent a threat to 
Google. The companies share a narrative of converging the enterprise and 
consumer experience yet depart from opposing poles.

If a year has been a long time for Apple, it’s been a very long decade for 
Nokia. The acquisition of Nokia’s hardware business by Microsoft is its 
latest attempt to make inroads in the device arena to complement the 
undoubted success of Xbox and to recover from the catastrophe of its 
initial Surface tablet launch. Their determination to succeed and their ability 
to fund it are shown by their launch of Surface 2 in the fourth quarter of 
2013 despite huge competitive pressure from competitors as diverse as 
Apple and Tesco.

Observers are doubtful about the Nokia acquisition but a path to success 
is possible to imagine. Nokia remains a famous brand outside the US 
and in developing markets in particular, where an opportunity exists for 
the Windows OS and Nokia devices to take a significant share as the 
migration from feature phones to smartphones continues. Windows mobile 
is making significant progress in Germany and Mexico which may be 
harbingers of growth also.

Nokia’s role in the Internet.org initiative (which so far excludes IOS) may 
help. If this succeeds; and if Microsoft can catalyze the app developer 
community currently focused on Apple and Google, if the mobile device 
and Xbox can be persuaded to get along at scale, and if Office Mobile 
is priced effectively, renaissance is plausible. The asset Microsoft has in 
abundance is the free cash flow from its still-massive enterprise business 
to make that happen.
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aol

AOL has been absent from these reports for some time. In 2012 and 
2013 the company has made a number of bold moves. Notable are the 
acquisition and geographic roll-out of the Huffington Post;  investment in 
content; efforts to capture share of programmatic sales through its AOL 
Networks division;  and in particular the venerable Advertising.com and the 
newly acquired video ad network Adap.tv. In the US at least, and at the 
network level (as opposed to owned and operated), AOL is likely number 
two only to YouTube in US video advertising inventory supply. This is a 
potentially potent combination and AOL, which at one point seemed on 
the cusp of relevance, may now be better placed.

Since its separation from Time Warner, AOL has been a considerable 
adventurer. A balance sheet fattened by a $1 billion sale of patents and a 
P&L still benefitting from dial-up ISP revenues has enabled the purchases 
mentioned. Like Yahoo! however, the top line is not moving as rapidly as 
executives would like and 2014 will be a pivotal year for both companies 
as they strive to achieve Google’s far more impressive conversion of 
impressions to dollars.

The first step along this road has been the attempt to conduct the 
first ‘programmatic upfronts’ in the hope of securing share of real time 
marketing budgets ahead of their competitors. The conjoining of real time 
and upfront seems something of an oxymoron to many in the industry but 
it may play to good effect for advertisers who prefer to allocate budgets 
with certainty and execute them with flexibility and better still if they are 
able to secure real premium inventory in the process.

AOL has announced an adventure into subscription publishing 
aggregation; Gathr (not to be confused with Tumblr, Flickr, Trendr!) is 
operating similar to cable MSO by gathering multiple subscription services 
into a number of customer bundles for an aggregated discount. This 
has echoes of News Corp’s Alesia product which never quite made it to 
market as investment was shifted to The Delay, now defunct.
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aMazon

The ambition of Amazon seems unbounded. Progress has been relentless; 
from the world’s biggest bookseller to the world’s biggest online retailer, 
now the world’s biggest retailer by variety of goods sold and, maybe one 
day, the world’s biggest retailer. Research by GroupM Next suggests that 
35% of all digital customer journeys in the US end at Amazon.

Growth of top-line volume and market share drives Amazon. If Amazon 
can grow share and revenue faster than the cost of logistics then 
profitability will follow. The ten biggest-selling items on Amazon are all 
either media, or devices made by Amazon and many are variations on the 
Kindle and its accessories. Media including books but increasingly music 
and video have become huge categories for Amazon. The addition of 
streaming media to Amazon Prime makes them an even more significant 
component of the media ecosystem. In this regard, Amazon, Netflix, Apple 
and others including Wal-Mart, Target and Tesco are an asset to creators 
who now have new monetization windows and platforms for their content.

While the Emmy-winning Netflix original series House of Cards was the 
most celebrated original commission of this peer group in 2013, Amazon 
has also become a buyer of original programing and all are adding to the 
total amount of ‘ad free’ broadcast-quality screen time which squeezes 
audience supply for advertisers and raises the effective price of that which 
remains. House of Cards has also been noted as an early manifestation of 
a new production and release model for drama which puts the consumer 
in charge of the viewing experience by ending the scheduling or rationing 
of episodes as part of a schedule and instead permitting ‘binge viewing’ 
of whole season. Of course DVD boxed sets have allowed this for two 
decades, but never in the first release window.

Last year we commented on the growth of CPG (or FMCG) categories 
on the platform and it is here that the company is creating a significant 
advertising business as it thinks increasingly holistically about the 
aggregate of supplier pricing and advertising investment in the context of 
trade support. Through the history of online marketing, advertising growth 
has correlated with e-commerce volumes. The increase in categories 
available online bodes well for continued growth although the rate of 
display advertising growth is slowing in the most developed markets.

Amazon presents a systemic threat to retailers everywhere but far from 
being frozen with fear the best retailers are taking action in the form of 
diversifying channels to market, increasing delivery and digital to store 
collection options, localizing assortments, increasing the range of private 
label ‘show-rooming proof goods’ and regarding its physical real estate 
as distribution assets as well as just sales space. The impending arrival of 
same-day delivery by Amazon will raise the stakes again.

In addition retailer investment in cloud-based CRM tools extending 
beyond loyalty programs to data-informed store assortment and customer 
personalization is probably the most important and costliest line item in the 
pursuit of applied big data strategies in retail.

In its most recent financial report Amazon announced it had 250 million 
active users and that 40% of their sales came from third-party merchants. 
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This represents an astounding ecosystem of merchants that have made 
Amazon not only the world’s largest online shop but also its largest mall. 
EBay is also a giant mall attracting merchants of all sizes and customers in 
their millions.

We are sure that the Washington Post will cover this showdown  
with impartiality.

Amazon is still not a global business. In China, the real e-commerce power 
player is Alibaba with gross revenues of $170 billion through its Taobao 
and T Mall operations. This figure gives the illusion of being greater than 
Amazon’s but it is a financial reporting quirk as Amazon reports only net 
sales or gross margin while Alibaba reports absolute sales.
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electronic arts

The unifying application of PCs, tablets, phones, connected TVs, and consoles 
is gaming. EA is the alpha player in the industry and is one of the world’s leading 
entertainment companies.

Gaming is the most immersive, engaging, social and active use of media, bar 
none. The business model of gaming has changed. Silver discs are no longer 
the primary form of distribution. All gaming hardware is now set up for the 
digital distribution of software. In turn that drives infinitely more flexible pricing 
dynamics from upfront payment to subscriptions to in-game purchases and free 
advertiser-funded experiences.

Different platforms create different game play dynamics. PC players are immersed 
for hours at a time; console players rarely play for more than 90 minutes; tablet users 
for ten minutes and smart phone users 90 seconds.  70% of time spent on tablets 
is spent gaming.  10 million people downloaded Plants vs. Zombies in its first week 
of release in China alone.

The development of smart glass that allows mobile devices to control native games 
and console games builds a ‘training bridge’ from the novice or infant player to the 
casual and truly immersed gamer.

PC gamers are who they have always been, creatures of the night, console 
gamers remain easily characterized as young men but not exclusively. Beyond 
the console the demographic of gaming is far broader and women over 25 
dominate casual gaming.

The network delivery of games allows both a new level of interaction among 
players but also the dynamic delivery of commercial content from rich integrations 
to simple ads and promotions. EA reaches over 330 million gamers via networked 
delivery every month largely through the massive growth of low-cost Android mobile 
devices. At this scale the economics of ad-funded gaming become considerably 
more attractive.

Gaming has long been a home for brands. Categories from automotive to CPG and 
motion pictures have long embraced gamers but we believe that gaming is now 
mass media and belongs on almost every brand’s media carousel. The challenge 
for brands is to think hard about how the brand can add real and relevant value to 
the gamer through enhancing the gamer’s experience. Success is well-rewarded by 
engagement in immersive environments which are free of multi-tasking distractions 
and thus high -awareness with the chance to move multiple marketing metrics.

In a world of free-to-play games the relevant value is easy to understand; ads unlock 
content and game play.

EA captures an extraordinarily high proportion of marketer’s gaming investment and 
represents a competitor to YouTube in the effective reach of light TV viewers.
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If the internet behemoths (other than EA) have a common characteristic it 
is that only a tiny fraction of the content consumed or goods purchased on 
their platforms is made by the companies themselves. 

Their platforms are populated by content aggregated from third parties, 
content created by the user and goods and services made by a limitless 
array of manufacturers. This has resulted in enormous audiences, massive 
data sets, relatively low operating costs and dominance of the digital 
advertising market.

This represents a challenge creators particularly those who are required 
to operate legacy business models alongside their digital investments. 
News organizations and general market publishers face the greatest 
challenge of all as printing, distribution and spectrum licenses remain a 
huge component of their costs. In response many publishers are pursuing 
digital subscription models on the assumption that a smaller paying 
audience is more valuable than a larger pool of ad impressions. Notably, 
the Financial Times became the first newspaper with a digital subscriber 
base that exceeds its print circulation. The Wall Street Journal, New York 
Times and others have made similar efforts including Conde Nast and 
other magazine publishers with app edition subscriptions supported by 
increased investment in original video for which they expect to obtain 
premium pricing. For others, like ESPN, digital platforms have served to 
enrich the consumer and advertiser experience and increase the revenue 
potential of the underlying rights base.

For most publishers the notion of premium is hard to defend outside of 
multi-platform integrations and many see the pursuit of impression volume 
as the only alternative to subscriptions. Not everyone can win.

Without question there is a new generation of content-driven media 
companies including Machinima, Maker Studios, Full Screen, Vice, 
Awesomeness.com, Buzzfeed, The Huffington Post, Netflix and even 
Electronic Arts that combine creation and aggregation with alternative 
distribution channels that look and behave very differently from their 
forebears. Many are attracting remarkable private and public valuations 
and it would be no surprise if consolidation puts some of these businesses 
at the heart of ‘old media’ in the coming years.

For our part we will continue on our mission to allocate, optimize and 
attribute advertiser investments on all media platforms and to continue to 
connect consumers with brand messaging and brand experiences in all 
paid and organic media channels. To our clients, for whom we navigate 
this complex world, our message is simple. Every channel and platform 
requires responsive assets and data that adapt to channel, use state and 
device; the manufacturing challenge has never been more significant. 

To our vendor partners around the world we have a request for 2014. 
The currencies of the web; from page views to monthly unique users 
and app installs are often impressive but also abstract. To achieve a 
real understanding of the market the following would help advertisers 
understand the role each property plays in the life of the consumer:

beyond the lAnd of 
the Internet gIAnts
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1. Monthly unique users plus average time spent per user

2. Daily unique users plus average time spent per user

3. A quintile analysis that shows users, time spent and demographics

4. Monthly app users

5. Daily app users

In combination this data would provide a basis of comparison that 
currently does not exist with any consistency. Its provision will separate the 
committed from the casual and help us understand a little better where 
context might be most important.

Thank you for reading this far and thanks to colleagues across  
GroupM, our clients and suppliers for their help in supplying both  
data and perspective for this report. Please direct any questions to  
rob.norman@groupm.com. Previous editions of This Year Next Year 
Interaction are available on request.

We look forward to sending you the full data-enriched version of this report 
in the early part of 2014 in time for the web’s 25th birthday.

rob norman 
Chief Digital Officer 
groupm worldwide
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